It Turns...It Rolls...and Brakes for Safety!

Extends life of chairs by 2-4 years
Eliminates damage to floors
Attaches to existing chairs

The Chair CADDIE enables a spouse /
caregiver to easily and safely move a
seated person up-to and away-from
the table...without risk of injury.

Reduces caregiver fatigue
Reduces workplace injuries
Provides dignity to persons with
limited mobility

NO Pushing...NO Shoving...NO Twisting!
www.comfortek.com/ cc
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1. Attaches to existing chairs (wood or metal)
2. Low profile design – chair is raised
¾” above the floor
3. Fits inside the footprint of an existing chair
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4. Medical grade casters:
Chair Caddie A (3” front / 2” rear)
Chair Caddie B (4” front / 3” rear)
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5. Anti-tip glides
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6. Front wheel tension control
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7. Foot activated locking rear caster
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8. Rated for 450 lbs.
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9. Attaches to arm or armless chairs
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10. Adjustable - Custom sizes available

HomeCARE

Chair Caddie A

Residential

Senior Living / LTC
Adult Day Care
Commercial

Chair Caddie B
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Watch video at www.comfortek.com/ c c
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The Chair CADDIE is an aftermarket accessory which attaches to the base of many
of today’s dining, banquet and guest/side chairs!
By design, the Chair CADDIE is an undercarriage unit that provides mobility,
structural integrity and stability to chairs, without compromising safety for either
the caregiver or the seated person.
When attached, the chair along with the seated person is designed to
swivel…turn…roll…and brake for safety, eliminating the need for caregiver to
push-pull-shove-twist each time a seated person is moved up-to or away-from the
table.
Operationally, the Chair CADDIE reduces the physical demands of the caregiver
and provides mealtime assistance to three (3) specific caregiving situations:
1. Assisting a person into the chair
With the Chair CADDIE, the person being seated is able to approach the
table and remain in a standing position, at times supported by a walker,
rollator or crutches. The caregiver releases the rear brakes and moves the
chair directly behind the standing person (the front of the chair is touching
the back of the person’s leg). Once the Chair CADDIE brakes have been
applied, the caregiver is able to assist the standing person get seated into
the chair.
The Chair CADDIE eliminates the need for the person being seated to perform the
“backwards 90 degree shuffle”. The backwards 90 degree shuffle occurs when the person
being seated attempts to look over his/her shoulder while aligning him/herself with the seat
of the chair.

2. Moving a person up-to the table
Once the person has been comfortably seated, the caregiver is able to
release the brakes and guide the seated person up-to the table. When
properly positioned at the table, the brakes are once again activated for
safety!
3. Moving a person away-from the table
Exiting the table is physically demanding as caregivers are required to
simultaneously lift and pull backwards both the chair and the seated
person.
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With the Chair CADDIE in use, the caregiver releases the brakes and gently moves
the seated person away-from the table and engages the rear brakes. While the
person remains seated in the chair, the caregiver retrieves the walker/rollator and
places it directly in front of the seated person. The seated person now rises from
the chair, holds onto the arms of the walker/rollator and walks directly away from
the table.
The Chair CADDIE eliminates the need for the seated person to perform the “forward 90 degree table
shuffle” (standing, then shuffling away from the table while leaning heavily onto the table for support).

Design elements of the Chair CADDIE
1. The undercarriage unit attaches to the base of a chair. When attached it strengthens and supports the entire
frame of the chair. Each of the four (4) leg platforms includes side rails which hold the legs of the chair in place,
preventing them from splaying outward. The CADDIE is rated to carry 550 lbs.
2. The undercarriage is attachable to most dining chairs manufactured in the past 20 years. The connecting arms of
the Chair CADDIE are adjustable enabling the CADDIE to attach to chairs with a leg spacing that ranges in width
from 16” – 23”. The CADDIE attaches to both armed and armless chairs.
3. The undercarriage’s cantilevered front housing design raises the seat of a chair by ¾”. Each undercarriage
is fitted with a pair of larger inline casters enhancing the chair’s ability to be moved on uneven or carpeted
surfaces.
4. For stability, the undercarriage provides the widest possible wheel-base for each chair. Front casters are
centered in-line with the front legs of the chair. The positioning of the casters makes it virtually impossible for
the chair to tip sideways.
5. For mobility, the undercarriage is fitted with rear casters that rotate 360 degrees.
6. For safety, the undercarriage’s rear casters are fitted with foot activated brakes. It is recommended the brakes
are engaged whenever the chair is not attended too by a caregiver!
7. For additional safety and ease of operation, the undercarriage unit fits inside the “footprint of the chair” to
which it is attached. This ensures the caregiver can guide the chair without damaging other furniture and
prevents the caregiver from tripping on components that extend beyond the frame of the chair.
Note: The Chair CADDIE is not individual wheels attached to each leg of a chair frame; nor does the Chair CADDIE operate in a manner similar to a task
chair where both the swivel and rolling functions are not lockable, or in a manner similar to 1970 dinette chairs which were prone to tipping and moving
unexpectedly.
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